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Capability Statement

Commercial Signage Solutions

Members:

QBCC License 11149459 Builder restricted structures
Member of ASGA Australia sign and graphics association
Company Name WOOD & WOOD SIGN SYSTEMS AUSTRALASIA PTY. LTD.
ABN 96 055 262 425
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Servicing Australia Wide

Wood & Wood Sign Systems have
been supplying and installing quality
architectural & Commercial signage
since 1991. Our comprehensive range
of proprietary systems, along with our
dedicated and experienced team, provides
the architectural & commercial sign
market with ‘best practice’ in industry
standards and service.

Contact:
40 Cessna Drive
Caboolture, QLD 4512
07 5498 9588
admin@woodandwood.com.au
woodandwood.com.au
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Wood & Wood are an Australian owned and operated company with commercial signage manufacturing
facilities in Caboolture, QLD and installation services throughout Australia. When you engage with Wood
and Wood you are supporting an Australian owned company and promoting manufacturing in Australia.

‘Your vision becomes your reality’
Wood & Wood Sign Systems have been supplying and installing
quality architectural signage since 1991.
Our in-house team of highly skilled men and women are incredibly
competent, dedicated to the job and take pride in their work.
Our team has been carefully selected and skilled to ensure
an abundance of knowledge and resources in every facet of
consultation, project management, design, manufacture and
installation.
By focusing on experience, we source and develop the right
product for every application, using the latest in manufacturing
technologies.
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Our comprehensive range of proprietary systems along with our
dedicated and comprehensive consulting services,we provide the
architectural sign market with ‘best practice’ in industry standards
and service.
We provide a full range of signage, branding and wayfinding
solutions. The applications are endless. We offer an in house, start
to finish, end to end visual & branding solutions that give you a
single point of contact.
To give ‘Your vision becomes your reality’ on all your signage,
branding and wayfinding needs.

Core Services:
Signage Design
Signage Production & Fabrication
Signage Installation
Project Management
Wayfinding Planning Consultation
Digital Signage Solutions
Key Account Management
Braille & Tactile Signage
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Pylons

Sky Signs

Due their large size and towering height, pylon signs are extremely
effective in getting your brand seen. Wood & Wood understand the
importance of strategic design and position of your pylon sign, to
ensure that first impression of your business is the right one.

Similar to pylon signage, sky signage will make an impact from
afar. Turn your brand and building into a landmark in a busy, fast
paced environment during the day and night.

If your building location is hidden from sight, a pylon sign is one of
the best methods of brand exposure and awareness. A pylon sign
not only gives increased visibility to your property or business, it
also gives enhanced exposure to your clients.
Wood & Wood provide a start to finish service solution including
site assessing, engineering approvals, council approvals and
seamless installation.

Wood & Wood provide a start to finish service solution including
site assessing, engineering approvals, council approvals and
seamless installation.

Statutory Signage
Statutory Signage refers to signage that must be installed in
accordance with the Building Code of Australia (BCA). These signs
are legally required to be installed on residential, commercial and
retail developments.
Although this signage is required to convey important messaging
and functionality, it can still look stylish and marry back to your
brand messaging.
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Wayfinding Signage

Lightbox Signage

Providing visitors with vital wayfinding information allows them to
quickly locate their destination easily and effectively. Strategically
designed and positioned wayfinding signage is especially
important in new and complex environments.

Lightboxes can be that silent salesperson vying for the attention of
your customers. People are exposed to hundreds of promotional
messages and media every day. Lightboxes are a stand out
solution that will attract your customers attention, day and night.

Wayfinding signage can incorporate a combination of text,
directional arrows, maps, braille, digital screens and lighting to
assist with navigational information.

Whatever you are looking for from your signage, we can help. We
offer different types of illuminated signage custom made to suit
your business needs so you can communicate your message more
effectively.

An effective wayfinding solution is not a one-size fits all approach.
Wood & Wood have a vast range of custom designed Wayfinding
Systems to suit your needs.

We can provide a full service from manufacturing and supply.
Whatever size, shape or location, Wood & Wood will be able to
customise a solution that will be perfect for your business.
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Digital Signage

Fabricated Letters

Digital signage can be used to provide public information, convey
internal communication, or share product information to enhance
customer service, promotions, and brand recognition.

Wood & Wood design, create and produce a wide variety of
3D fabricated lettering from non-illuminated to Illuminated
options. 3D fabricated letters come in many shapes and forms
to accommodate many different finishes and combinations, to
achieve a long-lasting professional lettering solution and impact
for the business.

Wood & Wood display solutions shine with industry-leading
features and performance to improve the end users visual
experience.

We use the latest technology and materials in letter fabrication
to ensure your signage creates a striking impact, and will last
through harsh weather conditions.
Wood & Wood offer a wide range of fabricated letters and the
knowledge to assist in ensuring the right design is used for the
impact and application you require.
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Corporate Signage

Wall & Window Signage

Wood & Wood have been trusted by some of Australia’s largest
corporations, and we have delivered the highest quality corporate
signage for decades.

Make a statement on your walls and windows. Window signage is
an effective way to communicate with your customer is a fun an
impactful way.

With our manufacturing capabilities we are able to provide the
best signage and branding solutions to meet all your requirements.
We offer full end-to-end service solutions, from design to
installations, to ensure a consistent high quality finish for your
business.

Window signage can be used as a short term promotional tool, to
convey seasonal messaging, promote temporary sales and more.
Full colour printed graphics can fill a wall or window. One-way
window film is an option if visibility is important, and glass frosting
is a great way to create soft brand messaging.
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Planning Consulting
Wayfinding is particularly important in complex built environments such as urban centres, healthcare and educational campuses, and
transportation facilities. As architectural environments become more complicated, people need visual cues such as maps, directions,
and symbols to help guide them to their destinations. Wood and Wood have over 30years of experience designing and implementing
structured Wayfinding systems.
With the complete end-user experience in mind, we masterplan, design and document wayfinding signage packages through to
tender stage.
1 Develop Wayfinding Strategies
From architectural floor plans, elevations and site surveys
at the initial stage, we develop wayfinding strategies
and conceptual drawings into full colour comprehensive
specification schedules to meet the intended brief and
budget.
Wayfinding determines primary and secondary
navigation, entry points, decision points and traffic flow
around and within the site. A sign type hierarchy will
typically consist of external and internal directional and
identification signage for pedestrians and vehicles as
well as Building Code compliant statutory signage.
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Develop a Sign Schedule
The concept stage of the design process starts with hand sketches
which are refined and translated into a cad based environment and
presented as sign type drawings and sign location plans for Client
approval.
The next stage is to create a sign schedule detailing text, graphics
and symbols in consultation with the Project’s end user group.

3 Provide Documentation
Final documentation includes detailed drawings of
each sign type, a sign schedule and sign locations
plans suitable for tender. The drawings are supplied to
the Client specifying all materials, finishes, fabrication
details and overall design aesthetic.
On the appointment of the Building Contractor our
extensive manufacturing experience is available to
manage the Project through to a successful completion.
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Just some of our favourite clients:
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Sign Systems
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